October 14, 2020

Wolverines,

I hope this note finds you well and dominating mid-terms. As we discussed several times during our weekly Town Hall discussions, Delaware State University’s (DSU) historic acquisition of Wesley, which is scheduled to be finalized next summer, will offer each and every one of you expanded educational opportunities. Another benefit to you will be the fact that our tuition rates will be aligned with DSU’s beginning with the 2021-2022 academic year.

We are committed to making the transition as seamless, and beneficial as possible, for each and every one of you. There is a real “buzz” and excitement around the region about the acquisition and the expanded educational opportunities, and benefits, our two campuses will provide the students that we collectively will serve.

Our Enrollment Management Office will put out more detailed information, and we look forward to having each one of you continue your educational experience here, but now with expanded opportunities and at an even better price.

All The Best & Go Wolverines!

Robert E. Clark II
President of the College

Wesley College
120 North State Street
Dover, DE 19901
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